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Abstract—Recently advanced vehicle re-identification frame-
works are mainly based on convolutional neural networks (CNN)
and labeled information. Previous frameworks face two dif-
ficulties. First CNN includes complicated architectures, which
require expensive GPU devices to perform computation. The
second difficulty is that annotating vehicle identities for every
frame is expensive and time-consuming. To tackle these two
difficulties, this study proposes a simple but effective method to
perform re-ID without CNN and labeled identities. The proposed
method has two streams of vehicle re-identification. The object
detector takes charge of detecting vehicles on the road. With
the position of vehicles in the image, the condition module
extracts the vehicle movement information and sets the condition
to match the same vehicle between current and subsequent
frames. To train the object detector and test the proposed
algorithm, a set of drone flight images collect and annotate
for studying the traffic road. It contains 9,776 train images
and 2,200 test images for object detection. In the experiments,
three different traffic video clips were applied for testing the
proposed method. The full re-identification results on the video
clips are provided in https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1N
dbv41w1a9Xi Obs2x WNLjP2gMXhEW?usp=sharing.

Index Terms—Drone flight image, object detection, re-
identification

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart drones can be used in many areas of life, such as de-
livering, disaster monitoring, facility safety diagnosis, patrol,
and leisure sports. In particular, in the transportation field,
drones have worked in various fields to collect and analyze
information on the road, such as traffic volume analysis, facil-
ity inspection, and obstacle detection. Traditionally, a group
of CCTV cameras acquires traffic information from a fixed
location. However, drone flight images with a wide field of
view are possible to collect traffic information without the time
and place restrictions such as speed, vehicle type, and density
of vehicles on the road. In a future transportation system like
Fig. 1 is possible to collect each vehicle’s information in real-
time.

Recently, in computer vision, Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) has shown outstanding performance in object
classification [1], [2], object detection [3]–[5], and object re-
identification [6]–[8]. These techniques are applied in various
ways and showed reliable performance. Training the CNN
requires several large-scale datasets, such as MS-COCO [9],
Pascal VOC [10], ImageNet [11] that are commonly used to
create a base learning model. Continually acquiring vehicle

Fig. 1: The illustration of the application of a drone in
intelligent transportation system.

information (position, color, type, etc) is an important role in
analyzing a vehicle’s activities. However, the object detection
algorithm can only detect the vehicle in a single road image
with the labeled vehicle location and class. The detector
cannot identify vehicles between sequential frames. In other
words, object detection can not consecutively acquire specific
vehicle information. Therefore, this paper proposes a simple
and light re-ID method that performs vehicle re-identification
after detection to match vehicle across frames. The proposed
method re-identify vehicles across frames by utilizing the
relative and change information instead of using a heavy CNN
architecture in previous studies [3], [4]. The process flow of
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.

This study proposes a simple framework that combines
object detection and vehicle re-identification. Given as input
a drone flight image, the object detector first is to find the ve-
hicle on the image. With the detection result, re-identification
contains the moving distance and direction of the vehicle as
strategies. In a series of images, the moving distance computes
from the center of vehicles in the current and next frame.
The cropped area extracts the object’s edge for analyzing
the vehicle’s direction. The proposed algorithm identifies the
vehicle ID for every frame. The sequential frame tracks the
vehicle ID between the current and subsequent frames. Finally,
it generates the re-identification for the vehicle ID.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1N_dbv41w1a9Xi_Obs2x_WNLjP2gMXhEW?usp=sharing
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Fig. 2: The framework of the proposed method. Object detection generates bounding boxes of vehicles. Then, the condition
module re-identifies and matches the vehicle ID in sequential images. In the condition module, the moving distance between
the current and the next frame of each vehicle is computed, and the direction of each vehicle is computed. Subsequently, the
selection module decides to remove or keep the detection result by considering the position of each vehicle.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Object Detection

Currently, the performance of object detection has rapidly
improved in various fields. YOLO [12] algorithm is widely
used in real-time applications. The architecture was designed
for the single-stage for handling bounding boxes (x, y, width,
height, classes) for each grid cell and the probability of every
class. It brought the high speed(45 FPS) on the predicting
object. However, there was still low performance for the
result (63.4 mAP(AP.5), VOC2007 (20 classes)). YOLOv3 [5]
achieved 61.1 mAP (AP.5) based on MS-COCO (80 classes)
and 171 FPS (Darknet-19 [13]). YOLOv5 [14] is the recent
object detection algorithm in a series of YOLO [5], [12] ar-
chitecture. This model achieved the high accuracy (YOLOv5l,
67.3 mAP(AP.5)) and high speed (YOLOv5l, 370fps) on MS-
COCO [9] dataset. In the case of the depth of model and
channel of layer, YOLOv5 contains YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s,
YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, and YOLOv5x, respectively. Further-
more, these days are required to develop edge devices that
these architectures are highly suited for edge devices. That
is why many mobile developers have to work with real-time
embedding applications with the YOLOv5 model.

B. Object Re-Identification

Object re-ID, including person re-ID [15], [16] and vehicle
re-ID [17], is an important application in intelligent surveil-
lance systems and intelligent transportation. The conventional
approaches to vehicle re-id came from the method of the
person re-id. The algorithm of person re-id has challenge tasks
to directly apply for vehicle re-id. Between person and vehicle
has big differences in appearance, color, and texture. As a
person, the vertical structure of the body separates the feature
but, the vehicle is not different many horizontal changes [18].
In the state of the art, there are some methods to extract the
feature map from neural networks [19], [20] to re-identify
the vehicle. CNN architecture brings plenty of parameters that

Fig. 3: Vehicle ID from the result of object detection

are affected by complex structure and expensive computation
costs.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Object Detection

In this paper, YOLOv5 [14] is adopted as the detector.
The size of the input image is resized from 3840×2160 to
960×960. Among the series of YOLOv5, YOLOv5l (large
version). With the drone dataset, the detector is trained for
detecting the vehicle.

B. Vehicle-Information and Condition Module

Vehicle-Information As shown in Fig. 3, it follows the
vehicle ID randomly generated after detection in the first frame
that is started using the object detection module. The vehicle-
Information module generates vehicle movement information.
The detected information is as follows:

• Vehicle-ID
• Class
• (x,y), coordinate
• Vehicle of width and height



Fig. 4: Generated edge image for cropped vehicle area; first
row: cropped image in the original, second row: edge image
from a cropped image.

• Moving distance, dk
• Angle

Vehicle ID has updated information in every frame, and class
is the type of detected vehicle. (x,y), coordinate information
is the center of the detected box center position, and the
box size of the vehicle is expressed in width and height.
Moving distance measures the moving distance as a pixel-level
between the detected vehicle Vk,i, in i-th frame and Vk,i+1, in
i + 1-th frame. k is the index of the detected vehicle. Eq.(1)
calculates the moving distance of the vehicle both current and
next frames. Vk,i = (xk,i, yk,i) is the center coordinates of
Vk,i. Therefore, the moving distance between Vk,i and Vk,i+1

as follows:

D(Vk,i, Vk,i+1) =
√
(xk,i − xk,i+1)2 + (yk,i − yk,i+1)2 (1)

Among the vehicle movement information, the angle is con-
verted to a degree by extracting a group of edges within
cropped vehicle area and calculating the gradient by most
edges. Edge detection extracts edges by applying a Sobel filter
to the detected vehicle area. In Eq.(2), Gx is an output for the
x-direction edge of the Sobel filter, and Gy is an output for
the y-direction edge of the Sobel filter. I is an input image.

Gx =

+1 0 −1

+2 0 −2

+1 0 −1

 ∗ I , Gy =

+1 +2 +1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

 ∗ I (2)

Fig. 4 shows the extracted image for the detected area as
follows. The edge direction of the extracted area is radian =
arctan(Gy/Gx), and it is converted to degree = radian ∗
180/π. And the representative angle, Eq.(3) for each vehicle
is selected as the average angle value for the angles within the
area, A ∈ w × h.

Average angle =
1

w ∗ h

w∑
i=1

h∑
j=1

Aij (3)

Condition The condition module uses the moving distance
and direction of the vehicle. First of all, a set of Vk,i computes
the direction of the vehicle. Fig. 5 shows how to measure
the direction of the vehicle. For example, the center point of
the 1st-frame car vehicle, V1,1 calculates the direction of the
vehicle with the center point of the 2nd-frame car vehicle,
V1,2. If the vehicle is close to the high probability of a similar
vehicle, it satisfies θ1 ≤ 90◦. If the direction is θ2 > 90◦,
the vehicle is not similar to the current vehicle. Secondly, the

Fig. 5: Consideration of similar with angle. θ1 is within a
constrain for the same vehicle between the current and next
frame. θ2 is out of the constrain for a different vehicle between
the current and next frame.

Fig. 6: The process of selection module

moving distance is applied to remove the far distance from the
current vehicle. Both conditions need to consider the similarity
of vehicles.

C. re-ID Module

The overall re-ID module shows the flow chart as shown in
Fig. 6. This re-ID method proposes a method that is applied
to drone images. The proposed method does not use CNN and
can re-ID of vehicles in the simple method.

1) Edge vehicle selection: The ideal sequential vehicle
detection focuses on the center position of the vehicle. Around
the edge part of the image, some of the vehicles are going to
disappear in the frame. As a result, when the algorithm first



Fig. 7: Different detection result between current image, Ii
and next image, Ii+1

searches over the frame, there is a margin, M(M=30 pixels).
M indicates the distance from the edge of the image. It helps
to prevent continuously showing vehicle detection.

Algorithm 1 Updating detected bbox
Data: current bbox: Vk,i, next bbox: Vk,i+1

Result: updated bbox: V ′
k,i → Vk,i+1

LR,i = width ∗ λ
for Vk,i do

for Vk,i+1 Step n do
if D(Vk,i, Vk,i+1) ≤ LR,i then

if θ ≤ 90◦ then
List(V ′

k,i) = n

end
end

end
end

2) Updating detected bbox: As shown in Ii and Ii+1, there
is a difference between the two detected vehicles according to
the performance of the vehicle detection model as shown in
Fig. 7.

In order to generate updated re-ID information in the next
frame Ii+1, the detected vehicle position is compared with Ii
and Ii+1. The moving distance of Vk,i and Vk,i+1 is a standard
for a candidate that is the same vehicle between two frames.
In this case, the restricted movement radius is as follows:

LR,i = width × λ (4)

In Eq. (4), LR,i is the limiting radius for searching nearby
the vehicle which is calculated as the width of Vk,i, wk,i.
Because, from the drone flight image dataset, each vehicle
does not have the distance from the drone. The λ handles the
flexible setting from the vehicle around the vehicle to figure
the vehicle out. In the experiment, λ is an adaptive distance
ratio, 0.4. V

′

k,i is a list of vehicles from updating Vk,i+1. After
comparing with Vk,i and Vk,i+1, if D(Vk,i, Vk,i+1) < LR,i is
satisfied, Vk,i+1 is included in the list of V

′

k,i like 1 in Fig. 7.
If D(Vk,i, Vk,i+1) > LR,i is satisfied, it is not included in V

′

k,i

in 2.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Drone AI Dataset: The dataset was created for the drone
images from the drone view. The characteristics of this drone

image dataset are data suitable for the proposed method be-
cause the upper surface of the vehicle is mainly photographed
and the overlap phenomenon between the vehicles is low. A set
of images are collected in consideration of the flight location,
altitude, shooting angle, and device type. The dataset explains
as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: Overview of drone flight information

Contents
location City
altitude 60m
angle 45°
device 4k Camera

# of images 9,776(train) / 2,200(test)
size of image 3820 × 2160
annotations points[left top(xlt, ylt), right bottom(xrb, yrb)], class

Implementation Details: In the configuration, the original
image is resized to 960×960 and provides 16 images at each
batch. The learning rate is 0.01 and uses OneCycleLR [21] for
learning schedule. Object detection is based on Pytorch [22].
The implementation uses RTX 3090 GPU with 32G memory.
The evaluation metrics comes from MS-COCO [9] that pro-
vides the mean average precision AP50 and AP50:95(called by
mAP).

Object Detection: This paper adopts YOLOv5 [14] as
object detection. In the train and test process, this work focuses
on two classes(car and truck). Table 2, shows the performance
of the train and test dataset for object detection. With 9,776
images for train data, the results are 95.75 mAP(AP50) and
83.8 mAP(AP50:95). Using 2,200 test images, it obtains 91.8
mAP(AP50) and 80.3 mAP(AP50:95). With the detector, other
video clips on traffic roads apply to detect vehicles and extract
information about vehicles (position and class).

TABLE 2: The mAP performance of YOLOv5 on drone train
and test dataset

Class Images Instance mAP@50 mAP@50:95
all train 9,776 309,470 95.75 83.8

car vehicle 9,776 277,263 97.2 86.0
truck vehicle 9,776 32,207 94.3 81.6

all test 2,200 85,398 91.8 80.3
car vehicle 2,200 78,765 96.1 85.3

truck vehicle 2,200 6,633 87.5 75.4

Vehicle re-identification: In the experiment, three video
clips adapt for vehicle re-identification. In Fig. 8, each row of
images is the different kinds of video clips. At the same time,
each column shows the resulting image per 10 frames. The
second row of the first row had appeared No.15 vehicle until
the next 10 frames. The third column of the second row did not
contain the No.12 vehicle that failed to detect the vehicle from
the learning model. As several frames go by, the number of
vehicle id is getting increases. Because the detector has some-
times lost the vehicle. In the re-ID module, the performance to
allocate the vehicle ID is affected by detecting vehicles in ev-
ery frame. This algorithm does not have the estimation of vehi-
cle position. Therefore it has a problem to denote the same ve-
hicle ID within a D(Vk,i, Vk,i+1). The full experimental video
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Fig. 8: The visualization of experimental results of vehicle re-identification from three video clips on the traffic road. Each
image shows every 10 frames.

results are provided in https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1N dbv41w1a9Xi Obs2x WNLjP2gMXhEW?usp=sharing

V. CONCLUSION

This study proposed a simple vehicle re-ID algorithm for
traffic road scenes shot by drone flight. Originally, the drone
flight images are collected and annotated for the vehicle de-
tection tasks rather than the vehicle re-ID tasks, and therefore
the vehicle IDs are unknown here. To tackle the difficulty,
this paper re-identifies vehicles by analyzing vehicles moving
without using annotated identity information. The detector
YOLOv5 is adopted in this paper for achieving high detection
accuracy and speed. This algorithm does not need the high-
cost GPU devices for CNN architecture. In future work, the
proposed method is going to test on the edge devices like
the NVIDIA jetson nano and Raspberry Pi 4 for real-time
applications.
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